
 

You Will Need  

Organza Ribbon (Silver 6mm/2.5m) 
Shamrock wire Ring 6inch 
Sullivans SCR Card A4 glitter (Pink/Blue/Silver)  

Sam and Lucy Butterfly Punch 
PVA Glue/Tapestry Needle/Scissors 
 

DIFFICULTY ••• 

Any little girl would love to have this Butterfly Mobile in their room. 

 

Instructions 

Step 1: Punch 12 butterflies of each colour with punch from glitter cardstock.  

Step 2: Cut lengths of organza ribbon. 3 x 40cm, 3 x 35cm and 3 x 30cm. 

Step 3: To create sandwich butterflies - Lay 2 butterflies face (glitter) down, one at the end and one 
at the middle of the length [different colours]. Place a small amount of PVA glue on each butterfly. 

Lay one 40cm length of ribbon over butterflies [hiding the end of the ribbon in the bottom butterfly]. 
Place another butterfly [check the colour] to sandwich the ribbon. Apply a small amount of PVA glue 
to ensure the butterflies will stick together. Wrap the end of the ribbon over the wire [2cm] and 

secure this loop by gluing 2 butterflies [3rd colour] at this point. 

Step 4: Repeat step 3 with the other 2 40 cm lengths. Space the 3 lengths equally around the wire 

ring. 



Step 5: To create flying butterflies glue remaining colour matching butterflies with PVA glue. Allow 

to dry. Bend wings slightly upwards. 

Step 6: Tie a knot at one end of the 35cm ribbon. Thread the other end through a tapestry needle. 

Pierce middle of butterfly and push butterfly to end of ribbon. 

Step 7: Tie another knot half way and thread another butterfly and push to middle knot. Tie another 
knot towards the top of the ribbon, thread ribbon and pierce butterfly. Set aside. Repeat with other 2 

lengths and 6 butterflies. [3 on each] and alternate colours. 

Step 8: Tie 1 length of flying butterflies and 1 30cm length together at the wire. Repeat tying the 

next 2, [total 4 lengths]. Ensure these are equally spaced and tied in between the sandwich 
butterflies on the wire. Tie the 3, 30cm lengths at the other end together - this is where you will 

hang your mobile from. 

 


